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A communication

another, whether

T.ABSIRACT

system transmits information from one Place to

few Kms. or bY transoceanicseperated bY a

distances. Information is often carried by an EM carrier waves whose

frequency can vary from a few Mhz. to several hundred of Thz. optical

communication system use higher carrier frequency (-100Thz) in the

visible or near infrared region of the EM spectrum. They are sometimes

called Lightwave systems to distinguish them from microwave systems,

whose carrier frequency is typically smaller by five orders of

magnitude(-1Ghz).But when the information is to be conveyed over

any distance , the information transfer is frequently achieved by

superimposing or modulating the information on to an EM wave which

acts as a carrier for the information signal. This modulated carrier is

then transmitted to the required destination where it is achieved and

the original information signal is obtained by demodulation.

sophisticated techniques have been developed for this purpose using

EM carrier waves operating at radio frequencies as well as microwave

and millimetre wave frequencies. However, communication may also

be achieved using an EM carrier which is selected from the optical

range of frequencies.



2.'NTRODUCT'ON

All commercially available optical communication system use oN-oFF

keying to carry information by the presence or absence of light. Neither

the phase nor Frequency of an optical signal is used to carry

information. Phase modulated optical communication have been

studied for a long time since the early date of optical communication.

However, early works focussed on improving receive/s sensitivity that

have become less relevant after the widely deployment of optical

amplifier. But, because the usage of optical amplifiers to maintain a

high optical power along the fiber link, current optical communication

system fundamentally limited by balancing of both optical amplifier

noises and fiber non-linearities.

In our study, a method of Phase Modulation technique is used in

modern optical communication system since it demands higher and

higher bandwidth and bit rates. The state of the art communication

system already uses bit-rates of upto 4O Gbit/sec per channel.
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3. WORKING PRINCIPLE

The process of Phase modulation consists of varying the phase of the
carrier (LASER) linearly in proportion to the modulating signal(RF) such

that maximum phase shift occurs during positive and negative peaks of
the modulating signal(RF). We have applied the MACH-ZENDER

MODULATOR (MZM) for modulation purpose. DTRECT and COHERENT

DETECTION for demodulation purpose since it can be implemented
using HETERODYNE or HOMODYNE downconversion by local oscillator
(LASER) and balanced optical receivers.

FIG: OPTICAL HETERODYNING
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4. MODUTATION TECHNIQUE

(iIMACH-ZEHNDER MODUIATOR:

Since, the direct modulation of a laser is a cheap and also easy to adapt to low cost applications

foe modulated distances or transmission rates; however, for advanced applications involving

high data rates or long distance links, resorting to external modulation is a good solution. That's

why, the most typical external modulator is the Mach-Zehnder modulator (MZM) which

modulates the light generated in a laser operating in continuous wave mode. The MZM has

typically an RF input and another input for a DC bias. The material for the MZM has electro-

optical properties by which the phase of the optical wave propagating inside it receives a phase

modulation proportionalto the applied electric field.

(|i}REALISATION OF TRANSFER FUNCTION OF MZM USING MATLAB 2OO9:

Fig:Mach-Zehnder Mod!hto(MZM)

The transfer function for MZM is given by:

I=K[1+sin{(nVnr)/VJ]=lollr"------ - -(1)

where, K=constanl, Vn= phase shift when the voltage VRr is applied.



Now, assumin&

lin= A sin(ort)

Ver= B sin{rrr'nt}

Vn=rt

Where, o1 and trrm are the laser frequency and RF frequency resPectively.

to=K,sin(rort) [1+sin(B sin(rrnt])l ------------{2}
We have, Jacobi-Augen series as---

Sin (m sin rrr.t) = 2flfl-ol(zn + l)(m)sin (2n + 7')at

= 2Jr (m) sinot+2J3 (m) sin3trrt+2Js (m) sin5rot+.........-- (3)

Comparing equation (2) with equation(3), we get:

lo=K' sin(arr.t)+K" sin(rr4t){ 2J1(m)sinrrr-t+lJ3(6)5in3romt}

lo= K'sin(trlrt) + K'Jr(m)[cos(ror-rrr.)t - cos(roL+r.r.]t] + K'J3(m)[cos(or3trt.)t - cos(or+3oi,r)t]

(iii}OUTPUTOF MZM USING MATLAB 2flD:

0rtt2
ftr__J
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S.SPECIFICATIONS OF MZM REATISATION:

RF1 PARAMETERS:

(1) AMPLTTUDE) 2

(2) FREQU ENCY(radlsec))2+n+50e4

(3) SAMPLE TtME) r/r@ e4

LASER1 PARAMETERS:

(1) AMPLTTUDE) 2

(2) FREQUENCY(radlsec))2*n*0.5e6

(3) SAMPLE TIME) V1fl) e6

SPECTRUM SPECI FICATIONS:

(1) BUFFER S|ZE) 1024

{2) BUFFER OVERLAP) 64

(3) WINDOW TYPE) HAMMING

(4) WTNDOW SAMPLTNG) PERTODTC

(5) FFT LENGTH) 2O/r8

(6) NUMBER OF SPECTRAL AVERAGE) 10

RATE TRANSITION PAMMETERS:

OUTPUT PORTSAMPI.f TIME) -1

AXIS PROPERTY:

(1) FREQUENCY RANGE) +Fs/2 , -Fel2

(2) Y-AX|S SCALTNG) MAGN-SQUARD

6



6.REALISATION OF MZM USING OPTISYSTEM 11:

{i)OUTPUT OF OPTICAL ANALYZER USING OPTISYSTEM 11:

SINE GENEMTOR

AI
4oGHz / V
AMPLITUDE=1 a.u

MZM

EXTINCTION RATIO= 20Db

SYMMETRY FACTOR= -L

OPTICAL SPECTRUM

ANALYZ ER

CW LASER

193.1TH2
1
+\

POWER= ldBm



OBSERVATIONS:

ALONG X-AXIS) FREQUENCY lN THz; ALONG Y-AXIS) POWER lN dBm.

CARRIER FREQUENCY (THz): A+193.1

CARRIER AMPLTTUDE (dBm): A) -3.46912

POSITIVE SIDE:

NEGATIVE SIDE:

8

FREQUENcY(THz) AMPLITUDE(dBm) FREQUENCY SEPERATION(GHz)

B)793.74 -72.2279 B-A)40
c)193.18 -27./E8S c-A)40
D)193.22 46.0779 D-A)40
E)193.26 -67.5885 E-A)/n

FREQUENCY(THz) AMPttTUDE(dBm) FREQUENcY SEPEMTIoN(GHz)

B)793.06 -72.2219 A-B)40
c)193.02 -27./,885 A-C)40
D)192.98 46.0119 A-D)$
E)192.94 -67.5885 A-E)40
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OPTICAL

SPECTRUM

ANALYZERl

GAUSSIAN OPTICAL

FILTER 1; 193.14 THz

BANDWIDTH=10GHz

SINE GENERATOR

AI
4OGHz 

/ V
PHASE=9O degree

MZM

EXTINCTION RATIO= 20dB

SYMMETRY FACTOR= -1
CW LASER

I

1e3.1rHz VS
I

POWER= 0dBm

OPTICAL

SPECTRUM

ANALTZER2

GAUSSIAN OPTrcAL

FILTER 2; 193.14 THz

BANDWIDTH=10GHz

tt F Ct l|l{

F!G: OUTPIJT OF GAUSSIAN OPTICAL FILTER 7 FROM OPTICAL ANALYZER 7



(iv)OUTPUT AFTER FILTRATION FROM OPTICAL ANALYZER lN OPTISYSTEM 11:

1Ca1't f 19315 T

FIG: OUTPUT OF GAUSSIAN FILTER 2 FROM OPTICAL ANALYZER2

GRAPH:

FOR THE ABOVE TWO GMPHS:

ALoNG X-AXIS) FREQUENCY lN THz

ALONG Y-AXIS) POWER lN dBm

A)( CARRIER FREQUENCY) 193.74 THz; -12.306(dBm)) AMPLITUDE

B)( SIDE BAND) 193.18TH2; -27.4547(dBm)) AMPLITUDE

FREQUENCY SEPERATION (GHz): B-A)4O
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T.DEIECI,(,'/TECHNIQUES:

l1)9!EEE!39!!S:

The direct detection optical communication system essentially consists of a photodetector plus

an amplifier with possibly additional signal processing circuits. Therefore , the receiver initially
converts the optical signal, which is then amplified before further processing to extract the
information carried by the optical signal.

(i}REALISATION OF OIRECT DETECTION USING MATLAB 2OO9:

F8: tlired octcction

Since, output of nAZU=Jf+ (t) cos(root)

Therefore, after squaring (i.e, photodetectionl = 1 u/f + /(r) 12 cos21r,rot1

= 111III2 11r+cos(2roft)l

Therefore, after low pass filtering, yield the baseband Rf= K 11 + /(t)l
Direct detection can only retrieve signals modulating the intensity of light.

77
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Fig: Demodulated signal after Direct Detection

RESULTS:

For one complete cycle:

fimg= (1.7 - 3.5) t10'o sec

= 0.1+10 a sec

F= 1/f= 10O KHz; PHASE DIFFERENCE= 18odeg.

(zlcox rnerLaEIEeIloN :

Unlike Direct detection, in which the optical signal is converted directly into a demodulated
electrical output, Coherent optical receivers first add incoming signal from a locally generated
optical wave prior to detecting the sum. The photo current is a replica of the origanal signal
which is translated down in frequency from the optical domain (around losGHz) to the radio
domain (upto several GHz) and where conventional electronic techniques can be used for
further signal processing and demodulation. lt is noted that coherent detection orovides the
greatest benefit for high speed systems operating at longer wavelengths. A potential
improvement in receiver sensitivity using coherent detection of upto 20dB can be obtained.

t

12



{i|I}REALISATION OF COHERENT DETECTION USING MATLAB 2fl)9:

FB: Coher€m Octcaion

output after 3db coupter= /-1er1r ry1t1 cos(rrrst) + fipa cos(r,rot)

eO1= [f1/ + /(t) cos(o,ot) + E2cos(o,ot)12

= Eitl + t(t)lcos2(orst) + E22cos'z1&ret1 + zrrer/-1 + f(t)cos(r^rst)

eOr= [e1.fi + /(t)cos(<,rot) - E2cos(u,ot]12

= tt'lz [1 + f (t)j + er'12 - trt ,fi + S 7q

PD1 +PD2=(E12 +E2! +E2 f1t1

=17+f(t)lEr2+E1

tF anp=2lPlflf61=4 PrPzf (t)

Therefore, output of lF amp = KJ1 + (ml * m2) cos(a[t); which is the Intensity Modulation.

Coherent detection can retrieve optical signals modulating the amplitude.

73



Fig: Demodulated signal after Coherent detection

RESULTS:

For one complete cycle:

T= (1.6 - 1.5)t104

= 0.1*10{

F= UT= IOOKHz; PHASE DTFFERENCE= 18odeg.

14
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S.FUrUREWORK

1. Since, we have not yet considered the noise and its impact on the

spectrum; so will be looking into it and try to find out its impact and try

to reduce the same as it always present in any communication system.

2. Applications of the Phase modulated communication system.

3. Advantages and disadvantages of phase modulated communication

system.

4. lmprovement of the process.
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g.CONCLUStON

After analysing and observing till now, we can say that the phase of the
carrier(LASER) is linearly in proportion to the modulating signal(RF) .

since, we have not yet considered the noise factor so we will be trying to reduce
the noise as in every communication process noise can't be eliminated and it is a
big challenge to every communication engineers. Hence, the RF engineers have
been working on it.

16
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